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Abstract 
Lorentzen, L., A note on separate convergence for continued fractions, Journal of Computational and Applied 
Mathematics 47 (1993) 123-133. 
Let A,, and B, denote the canonical numerators and denominator_s of a continued fraction K(a, /b,). Let it’,} 
be a tail sequence for an auxiliary continued fraction KG, /b,) close to K(a, /b,). We give sufficient 
conditions for the convergence of the four sequences A, /lXi!,( - zk) Bnd B, /I”I;= 1<- ik), (A, + 
A,_,?,J/II~=,(& + ?,I and (B, + B,_,i,>/II~_,(~, + ik). 
Keywords: Separate convergence; continued fractions. 
1. Introduction and main results 
A continued fraction 
“y2yi , ak, b,EC, a,ZO, 
b2 + b,+‘. 
(14 
is said to converge to a value f~ 6 = @ U (03) if its sequence of approximants 
(1.2) 
converges to f. It is simple to prove by induction that 
where the canonical numerators {Ak}F= _1 and denominators {B&T= _1 are solutions of the 
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X,=b,X, l+a,X,_,, fork= 1, 2, 3 ,..., (1.4) 
with initial values A _ 1 = 1, A, = 0, B _ 1 = 0 and B, = 1 [3, p.201. Hence, K( an/b,) converges to 
f if and only if lim AJB, = f. 
K(a,/b,) is said to converge separately if both {A,} and {B,} converge, separately, to finite 
values not both equal to 0, or more generally, if (An/p,} and {B,/p,} converge to finite values 
not both equal to 0 for some “sufficiently simple” sequence {p,]. See, for instance, [5,7]. The 
interpretation of the phrase “sufficiently simple” is open for discussion. Clearly, choosing 
P,, = A, or pn = B, does not give anything new.. . . 
The choice suggested in this paper is based on tail sequences. A sequence {tk)T=O, t, E t, is 
said to be a tail sequence for K(a,/b,) if 
‘k 
t ___ 
k-1 = 6, + t, ’ 
for k= 1, 2, 3 ,... . (1.5) 
For instance, if K(a,/b,) converges to t,, then its kth tail K~=l(Uk+n/bk+n) converges to t, for 
all k E N, where {tk) is a tail sequence. If {tk} is any tail sequence for K(a,/bJ with all t, # a, 
it is easy to prove by induction that 
A,=&-, 2 
m=l 
fi @k + tk)kfjl (-tk)) 
k=l 
and 
for n = 0, 1, 2,. . . [Z]. Note that it follows from (1.5) that if all t, z 03, then all t, + 0 and all 
t, f -b,. A tempting choice for pn is therefore 
~,=fi(--t,), forn=l,2,3 ,..., whereallt,#m. (1.8) 
k=l 
We then get separate convergence if 
E fi bk+tk 
m=ljk=l -tk 
W) 
converges to a finite value. However, this holds if and only if K(a,/b,) converges to a value 
f # t, [9]. So, this choice did not give much either. Besides, this sequence {p,} is not known in 
general. 
What if we choose 
pn= fi(-r,), forn=1,2,3 ,..., 
k=l 
(1 .lO) 
where {t’,} is a tail sequence for an auxiliary continued fraction K(G,/_$J near K(a,/bJ? (An 
actual example could be that K(a,/bJ is limit k-periodic and K(a”,/b,) is the corresponding 
periodic continued fraction.) This is exactly what we shall do in this paper, as can be seen in the 
following theorem. 
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Theorem 1. Let {M,} and {C,) be two sequences of real, nonnegatiue numbers such that 
5 M, =:M<w, e C, <co and lim i C,M(“-k-‘)=O, (1.11) 
n=O ?I=1 njrn k=i 
where M’“) := Cm Mk. 
Further, let ( fkTnl&’ a tail sequence for K(a’,/&,) such that all t;, Z 03 and 
GM,, forallm, nEkJo=NU{O}. (1.12) 
Finally, let K(a,/b,) be near K(a’,/i,) in the sense that 
Then the two sequences 
(1.13) 
1 (1.14) 
converge to finite values which are not both equal to 0. 
Remark 2. We actually have that the two sequences in (1.14) converge to A and B respectively, 
where 
i 
B k-l 
and 
n=~ m=k+l 
, for k=O, 1,2 ,... . 
(1.15) 
(1.16) 
(1.17) 
It follows from the proof of Theorem 1 that the series in (1.15)-(1.17) converge absolutely 
under our assumptions. Note also that if we choose a,, = a’, and b, = 6, for all n, then (1.13) 
holds trivially. Hence, (1.9) converges to a finite value not equal to 0. This means that we 
always need that K(a’,/b,) converges to a finite value not equal to to in Theorem 1. 
COrOkNy 3. Let {tic(z)} be a tail sequence for K(a’,(z)/b,Jz)) such that all t’,(z) # UJ in a domain 
D, and 
m$ 1 “k”;;;“’ 
k=m+l 
<M(t)r(z)“, for all m, n E N,, (1.18) 
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for all z ED, where M(z) > 0 and 0 < r(z) < 1 are continuous functions in D. Further, let 
K(a,(z)/b,(z)) b e near K(~‘,(z>/~,(z>> in the sense that 
a,+dz) -4+1(z) 
cz(z)L+l(z> 
/ < C,(Z), 1 bJz;n,i;.,z) / < C,(z), (1.19) 
for all n E N and z E D, where C,(z) > 0 are continuous functions in D with CC,(z) < to in D. 
Then the two sequences 
i 
4s4 1 i 42(z) I-&,( -&<z)) and rI;,,( -t’,(z)) 1 (1.20) 
converge locally uniformly in D to functions which have no common zeros in {z E D; a,(z) # 0 
for all n E N}. 
Example 4. Let 0 # a’ E C and 6 E C be given such that 
i:= ---i(/q + 1)6 has !B/- > 0. (1.21) 
Then fk = t’ for all k gives a tail s_equence for the one-periodic continued fraction K(a/6). 
Hence, choosing A4 = 1 and r = I b + ?I/ ( t’l in Corollary 3 shows that K(a,/b,) converges 
separately in the sense that 
(1.22) 
converge to finite values not both equal to 0 if C( 1 a,,, - a’ 1 + I b, - 6 1) < 00. If a,, b,, Z, L and 
t’ are holomorphic functions of a complex variable z in a domain D such that 
‘8 1 + 46(z)/i*(z) > 0, for all z ED, (1.23) 
and (1.19) holds in D with C,(z) as described in Corollary 3, then the limits A(z) and B(z) are 
holomorphic in D. This was one of the results in [7]. 
Example 5. Let K(a,/l) be a limit two-periodic continued fraction such that 
2 (la2k_I--41+la2k-31)<~. 
k=l 
Then K(a,/l) has numerators {A,} and denominators {B,} such that 
where t;, = -2, if k is even, 
-3, if k isodd. 
Example 6. Let K(a,/l) satisfy 
Ia2k_I-4(k-l)l IaZk-(2k-1)I 
k 
+ 
k 
< 00. 
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Then 
A, 
,‘i% l--l;=i( -t;() =AP 
B, 
EL n;,,( -t;,) = BP 
where fk = -2, if k is even, 
-k, if k isodd. 
In later years the use of modified upproximants S&w,) for K(a,/b,) has increased. In view of 
(1.31, the corresponding concept of modified separate convergence means that 
(1.24) 
both converge, to values not both equal to 0 or ~0, for some “sufficiently simple” sequence {p,). 
One can easily prove by induction (or by use of (1.61, (1.7)) that 
A,+A,-,t,=t,~(b,+t,), B,+B,-it,= 2 (bk+t,& (1.25) 
k=l k=l 
if {t,J is a tail sequence for K(a,/b,) (arbitrarily chosen) with all t, # 00. This again suggests 
using 
P.=kfil(gk+i,), fOrn=1,2,3 ,..., (1.26) 
where {f,) is a tail sequence for K(a’,/g,), and K(a,/b,) is near K(a’,/L,); see the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 7. Let M > 0 and {ik} be a tail sequence for K(a’,/g,,) such that all t;, # ~0 and 
k+n k+n 
auk j=~~~~ AM’ 
for all k, n E N,. (1.27) 
I J 
Further, let K(a,/b,) be near K(a’,/&) in the sense that 
Then the two sequences 
i ;;=:(;:S) 1 
converge to finite values which are not both equal to 0. 
(1.28) 
(1.29) 
Remark 8. We actually have that the two sequences in (1.29) converge to A and B respectively, 
where 
A := (1.30) 
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and 
m b,-6, 
B:=l+ c 
I 
___ 
k=r &+t;, 
(1.31) 
where the series converge absolutely. 
One may wonder whether also the sequences 
(1.32) 
converge under the assumptions of Theorem 7. This is known to be true in the limit 
one-periodic case [7]. However, this does not mean that we can expect convergence in the 
general case. We have by (1.25) that. 
(1.33) 
Hence, if ~,/n~=,<6, + t’,) converges to a value B’ # 0 or to, then t’,/(gn + t’,) must converge. 
Example 9. Let K(a,/l) satisfy 
]~_,-6k] + ]a,,-4(2k- I)] 
k k 
< 00. 
Then the limits 
. 4 +AA . 
t!E l-&(1 + t;c) ’ 
B, + B,,_& 
r!ff I-IQ1 + z/J ’ 
where t;, = 3, if k is even, 
k, if k is odd, 
exist and are finite, and not both are equal to 0. 
Example 10. Let K(c?,/~,> be the Gauss continued fraction; i.e., all 6, = 1 and 
(u + n)(c -b + n) (b +n)(c -a +n) 
a2n+1= - (c+2n)(c+2n+l)=’ a’2n= - (c+2n+l)(c+2n)=’ 
for all II. (We assume that all a’, # 0, m.) Then K(a’J6,) has a tail sequence It’,} given by 
fen = - 1 + PJP,, + 1, where 
P,, =2FI(u +n, b +n; c + 2n; z) and 
P 2n+l =,Fl(u+n, b+n+l;c+2n+l; z), 
for all ~1, where ,F, is the classical hypergeometric function [3, p.2001. Hence, if K(u,/l) 
satisfies C I a, - ii, ( < 03 where z f 1 is chosen such that 1 a&l -z> I < 7~ and all f,, # 00, then 
its numerators (A,) and denominators {B,] satisfy 
lim (A,, +A,_lin)Pn+l =A, lim (Bn + B,_Izn)Pn+I = B, 
n-+m n-m 
for some A, B E C which are not both equal to 0. 
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2. Proofs 
To prove Theorem 1 we shall use the standard formulas 
Afl=a,Bz?,, for n =0, 1, 2 ,..., 
and 
BCkP1) = b,B$), + u~+~BL”_“~~), n for k, n = 1, 2, 3,. . . , 
where B:k) is the nth canonical denominator of the kth tail of K(a,/b,> so that 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
These formulas can be found in [6, p.11 (note the different notation in [6]), and are easily 
proved by induction. In the following, B, denotes the canonical denominators of K(a,/bJ and 
gCk) the canonical denominators of the kth tail of K(a’,/&). We shall also use the following 
Go lemmas. 
Lemma 11. For all n E N,, 
(2.4) 
Proof. This useful formula was proven in [4], inspired by a more special result in [81, but we 
include it here for completeness. For n > k we have from (2.2) that 
$!iyl = &ti;k)k + a’,+&+&. (2.5) 
Further, {B,} is a solution of (1.4) so that 
B, = bkBk_l + akBk_Z, for k = 1, 2, 3,. . . . (2.6) 
Multiplying (2.5) by Bk_l and (2.6) by gik’k and subtracting these two equalities gives 
B, g;k’, - ii!;‘! 1 B, _ 1 = (bk - &)tjlt?$_l + a,B,_,@, - ~k+~~~k_+k!!~Bk-~, 
for k=l, 2 ,..., ~1. (2.7) 
Adding (2.7) for k = 1, 2, . . . , n and solving for B,, gives (2.4). 0 
Lemma 12. Let A > 0, 2 0 c, and d, 2 0 satisfy 
n-l 
c,<A+ Cd,& forTZ=o, 1,2 ,... . 
k=O 
Then 
, fOm=0,1,2,... . 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
Proof. This lemma, taken from [l, p.4551, was drawn to my attention in [Sl. It is proved by 
straightforward induction, using that 
exp(d) 2 1 + d. q (2.10) 
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Proof of’Theorem 1. We first observe that the series in (1.17) converges absolutely by (1.12) and 
(1.111, and that I L, I GM for all k E N,. Further, by (1.7), 
$0 := 
n (2.11) 
so that fiik) -+ L, as IZ -+ 03, and 1 6ik) I G A4 for all k and n. By Lemma 11 it follows that 
(2.12) 
satisfies 
GM+ i 2ckMIDk_ll, for n=O, 1, 2 )... . (2.13) 
k=l 
Hence, by Lemma 12, {II,} is bounded. This incidentally proves the absolute convergence of the 
expressions for A and B in (1.119, (1.16). Let M’ > 0 be such that all ID, I GM’. Then, by 
(1.16) and Lemma 11, 
+ c C,2MID,-,I 
k=n+l 
n cc 
<M’“’ + c 2&M (n-k-l)M’+ C 2C,MM’ + 0, as II + ~0, (2.14) 
k=l k=n+l 
by our assumptions (1.111, since 
Tl 
#LLk = 5 ’ I m iTj + cj n c- m=k+n+l j=k+l -t;. < 2 Mm =M'"'. (2.15) m=n+l 
his proves the convergence of 0, = B,,/FIj”, 1( -t;.> to B. 
Clearly, by the same argument it also follows that 
O” bk+l - 6k+l 
_ 
=L,+ c 
-f;c+l 
L k+l + 
ak+2 - ak+2 
L 
k=l t;;+lt;(+2 k+2 
Hence, the convergence of A,/nJ!= 1( -t;.> to A follows by (2.1). 
(2.16) 
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Assume that A = B = 0. Then 
D(k) := 
n as n -+ 00 for all k > 0, (2.17) 
because, by (2.11, (2.17) holds for k = 0 and k = 1, and therefore (2.17) holds for all k by 
induction, using (2.2). However, by Lemma 11 we get 
@O = fi;W + 2 
b -6 
_ 
k+m k+mfi(k+m) + uk+m+l - ak+m+l - 
m=l -t;c+m 
n-m 
t;c+mt;c+m+l 
#k+m+l) D$Ql, 
n-m-l 
I 
(2.18) 
and thus 
lim DAk) = L, + g 
b k+m -6 k+m 
-‘k+m 
L k+m+ 
ak+m+l - ak+m+l 
- - L 
n-+m m=l tk+mtk+m+l 
(2.19) 
This means that lim,,,DAk) -L, + 0 as k + ~0. Hence, lim,,,Dik) = 0 for all k only if 
L, + 0. But that is impossible since 
6 
Lk=l+ 
k+l +‘k+lL 6k+l + ‘k+l 
-‘k+l 
k+l, where 
I I ‘k+l 
<Ml. (2.20) 
Hence A and B cannot both be 0, and K(a,/b,) converges separately with respect to 
Pn = rI;=,(-t;.>. 0 
Proof of Corollary 3. Suppressing the variable t we have M,, = Mr”, so MC”) = Mr”+‘/(l - r> 
and (1.11) holds. 0 
Proof of Theorem 7. We first prove that the second sequence in (1.29) converges to B given in 
(1.31). From (2.6) it follows that 
E, := 
B,+B,_,t;, 
l-qgb,+t;) =En-l+ 
(bn -@n-1 + hI - WL2 
n;_l( Is + t;) 
n (bk -&$$_l + (uk -:,)B,-, = . . . =1+ c 
k=l nik= l( r)i + t;) 
+ (& +‘;&y;:,,,j 
(2.21) 
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We shall first prove that 
D, := 
4l 
stays bounded as 12 + ~0. Using (1.7) we find that 
so that I tick) ( n 
1 Dn 
GM. Hence, by Lemma 11 it follows that 
so by Lemma 12 we find that 
=: M’. 
Hence E, converges to B which is well-defined in C. 
The convergence of the first sequence in (1.29) to A given by (1.30) follows since 
A, +A,_& a, BA1’ 1 + B”’ t’ II 2n 
=--- 
l--@Gj+ij) ii,+?, l--I~~,(6j+~j) * 
Assume that A = B = 0. Then 
B(k) + B(k) f 
lim EAk) = 0, where EAk) := n 
n-l kin 
n-m 
for k = 0, 1 by (2.26). It follows from (2.2) that 
Bck-‘) + B;k;l)fk_l+n n 
=b,(B;?, +BL?2ik_l+n) +Uk+,(B~k_+,“+B~~~l’ik-l+n), 
so that 
bk 
,y’k-1’ = ___ 
n 
6, + t;, 
Ef,k_‘, + t6k + ,i;x::, + i,+lj J%?). 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
Hence (2.27) holds for all k 2 1. But this is impossible because of (1.31). Hence not both A and 
B are equal to 0. 0 
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